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ARIZONA TAMIL SANGAM (AZTS) 

SARAVEDI – 2021 / சரெவடி – 2021

URL: https://www.aztamilsangam.org/saravedi

Important Dates: 
Program date: Saturday, November 13, 2021.  6:00 PM Arizona Time. 

Registration deadline: Monday, October 11, 2021.  9:00 PM Arizona Time. 

Video submission deadline: Monday, November 1, 2021.  9:00 PM Arizona Time. 

E-Saravedi Program guidelines:
1. Saravedi is a virtual event, and this is not a contest.

2. There should be a minimum of 3 participants per registered program.

3. Music/Dance school can register a maximum of 2 programs only.

4. The number of programs is limited in each category.  Event category will be closed once the limit

is reached.

5. A participant can be part of only one program.  Kids participating in Tamil school events are

allowed to participate in one additional external event apart from Tamil School event.

6. Program timings are critical.  Each program cannot exceed 5 minutes except for drama/skit that

cannot exceed 8 minutes.

7. All programs are to be prerecorded and use technology to make it a virtual delight.

8. The registration will remain open until Monday, October 11, 2021, or until we reach the maximum

programs whichever comes first.

9. Registered Contact Person need to send preliminary videos by Monday, October 25, 2021.

10. Registered Contact Person need to send the final version of the video no later than Monday,

November 1, 2021.

11. Participants must sign a media consent form for virtual broadcasting.  Parents must sign the form

for all participants under the age of 18.

12. Follow and adhere to CDC rules for social distancing while recording the performance.

https://www.aztamilsangam.org/saravedi
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Video Submission guidelines: 
1. All programs need to be fully prerecorded and be presentable.  Please avoid fancy edits, captions, 

and watermarks. 

2. Video need to be taken in horizontal position (Landscape mode). 

3. The video files need to be in the preferred and supported format in a single file per registration 

(WMV, MP4, etc).  MP4 is the preferred format. 

4. While recording the video, ensure stability, good lighting, and best quality (1080P HD). 

5. Audio/Music should be audible.  Please keep the audio source close to camera for better audio 

quality. 

6. Background should be plain if possible, so the focus in on the performance. 

7. Please be aware of the copyright protection and fair use of apps while recording and editing. 

8. Ensure video duration adheres to program rules. 

 

Event Disclaimer: 

1. AZTS strongly recommends participants to be digitally innovative and come up with programs 

that are less in-person interactions. 

2. Please follow all CDC and AZ state/county/city guidelines for safe and secure social distancing if 

you plan to record a group song.  It is at your own risk if you plan to join as a group for 

practicing/recording your performance.  AZTS will not be responsible for any safety violations 

during practicing /recording sessions. 

3. Arizona Tamil Sangam will not be liable for any financial, medical, property, physical and mental 

damage that may arise during your practice sessions as well as final video recording for the event. 

Participants and their parent’s discretion are highly advised. 

4. AZTS is not liable to provide any benefits including monetary compensation, that may be a result 

of viewership from AZTS’s YouTube channel. 

5. Participants agree to AZTS authorization to use and post any photographs, videos and any sort 

of recordings or any other record of our events, including full names of any participants, before, 

during or after the event; for promotional use, reporting to the media, and to publish on our 

website. 


